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Chapter 2521: Three Minutes 

"Beast Tamer honourable witch, what are you doing? Get up! Quickly get up!" 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He did not expect the witch, who had treated him as an enemy just a 

second ago, to kneel down in front of him. Wasn't this contrast too great? 

However, the Grand shaman and other Magi present were not very surprised. They all nodded and 

discussed, as if they agreed with the actions of the beast Tamer Grand shaman. 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. From that moment on, he had a new understanding of the witch tribe's 

character and nature! 

When they were not convinced by Chen Xiaobei, they would say it out loud. They would be frank and 

honest, daring to love and hate! 

He wasn't like some sinister villains who greeted him with a smile on the surface, but secretly schemed 

and schemed more viciously than anyone else! 

When they found out that Chen Xiaobei was really good, they would admit that they were convinced of 

his abilities. 

He wasn't like some narrow-minded and shameless people who refused to admit their loss and still tried 

to quibble, even getting angry from embarrassment and fighting! 

When they saw Chen Xiaobei's performance, they even knelt down to thank him sincerely! 

He was not like some people who could not tell right from wrong. It was fine if they did not repay 

kindness, but some even repaid kindness with enmity! 

Paying attention to everything is knowledge! 

Chen Xiaobei could tell from the Grand shaman's knelt and the reactions of the people around him that 

the entire witch tribe was like this. They were honest, honest, and grateful! 

Chen Xiaobei already had a good impression of the witch tribe, and after this incident, his impression of 

them increased even more! 

"Beast taming honourable witch! You're an elder! Please get up! If you have anything to say, let's talk 

slowly!" 

Chen Xiaobei reached out to help the Grand shaman up. 

"No!" 

The beast Tamer Grand shaman was determined not to get up, and said with incomparable 

seriousness,"I've been pursuing the art of beast taming all my life, and today I've seen the highest realm 

of young master! I want to be young master's disciple and study hard! I beg young master not to reject 

me!" 
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"This ..." 

Chen Xiaobei was taken aback. He did not expect the beast Tamer to be so honest and sincere that he 

would acknowledge him as his master in public. 

"Get up!" 

"My goal is to become the Magus King of Nine Li!" You will be my subordinate! He's not suitable to be 

my disciple!" 

"If Childe Chen refuses me, I will kneel for a long time!" The beast Tamer honourable witch was very 

persistent. 

The path of beast taming was his lifelong pursuit. It was not easy for him to see an opportunity to 

improve, so he would not give up no matter what. 

"How about this!" 

Chen Xiaobei took out the great beast dictionary from his infinite space ring and said, " "Take this and 

learn it first. If there's anything you don't understand, feel free to ask me! As for beast medicine, you 

should know a little about it. If you want to improve, you can ask me later!" 

"Good! Alright, alright, alright ..." 

The beast Tamer Grand shaman took the beast Realm dictionary with both hands. His eyes were red 

with excitement and he kowtowed to Chen Xiaobei."Many thanks, young master! Thank you, young 

master! Although you're not my master, from today on, I'll definitely regard you as my master! If you 

want to be King, I'll be the first to support you!" 

"Alright, get up!" Chen Xiaobei helped the Grand shaman back to his original position. 

"Young master Chen! You're really powerful! The heavenly poison, yaoshu, dingshang, and beast taming 

divisions are all convinced!" 

At this moment, the divine craftsman and honourable witch stood up and said,"The divine craftsmen's 

tribe is the same as them. We are all tribes that work behind the scenes! I'll be the one to fight the next 

round!" 

The nine tribes of Jiuli, sky poison, yaoshu, dingshang, beast taming, and divine craftsman were all tribes 

in charge of the work behind the scenes! Xuan Zhong, Xiao Feng, Fu tu, and Kuang Zhan were the tribes 

that were fighting at the front! 

The divine craftsman and the witch volunteered to fight. It was like a dividing line between the literary 

and martial arts battles. It was also a reminder for Chen Xiaobei so that he could be mentally prepared. 

"Alright! In this match, I will challenge the divine general and Grand shaman!" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and asked, " the divine craftsman should be best at crafting weapons 

but this is a long process. Is there any way to end this quickly? " 

 Childe Chen is a young hero. He won over the four divisions with one move. I'm actually convinced!  



The divine craftsman and honourable witch praised him first, then he changed the topic,  however, 

young master, you still need to show that you're more capable than me in order to make the people of 

the divine craftsmen's tribe submit to you. Otherwise, I'm afraid the people below will gossip!  

"Understood!" 

 yes!  Chen Xiaobei nodded.  I'm willing to accept the test!  

"Alright!" 

"This old man has a six-star earth-god instrument that was passed down by the previous divine 

craftsman, the Honourable witch. I've always wanted to upgrade it to seven-star earth-god level!" 

However, no matter what I do, I can't do it!" 

"You're always asking me to upgrade this earth-god instrument?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"That's right!" 

The divine craftsman and honourable witch nodded,"this earth-god instrument was left behind by the 

previous divine craftsman and honourable witch. It can be said to be the symbol of our tribe!" I can't 

level up, but if you can, you'll be able to make the entire divine craftsmen's tribe submit!" 

"No problem!" 

 of course!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  this is too easy for me!  

"Simple!" 

The divine craftsman and honourable witch frowned slightly and said with some embarrassment,"Young 

master! I've been trying to upgrade this treasure for more than 300 years! You really think it's easy?" 

"Right! This is indeed very simple!" 

 I'm not mocking you, " Chen Xiaobei explained.  I have a special method that can make leveling up very 

simple!  

"Good! Then this old man will wait and see!" The divine craftsman, the Honourable witch, looked at 

Chen Xiaobei expectantly. 

If Chen Xiaobei had said that at the start of the challenge, everyone would have thought that he was just 

trying to act cool. 

However, after the previous few rounds, everyone realized that Chen Xiaobei was not just a braggart. He 

was a very powerful person! 

It was as if there was nothing that Chen Xiaobei could not do! 

At this moment, not only the divine craftsman and the Honourable witch, but all the other honourable 

witches and wizards were looking at Chen Xiaobei with anticipation, as if they were a group of loyal fans 

waiting for the performance of a big star! 

"I'm sorry! My method is my most important secret, and I can't use it here!" 



 I'll go back!  Chen Xiaobei said, " can you give me a few minutes to leave? I'll come back here later.  

 a few minutes??? " 

The divine craftsman and honourable witch were stunned, they could not believe their ears,"Young 

master! You only need a few minutes to upgrade my earth-god instrument? This ... This can't be 

possible, right?" 

"Heh, nothing is impossible!" 

 three minutes!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  if I can't do it in three minutes, I'll admit defeat!  

 three minutes??? " 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! 
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Chapter 2522: Life Guarantee 

"Young master Chen! Although we all know you're very powerful! But, you still sound like you're 

bragging!" 

"That's right! The divine craftsman and honourable witch had probably spent more than three hundred 

years! You only need three minutes? How can I believe this?" 

"Young master Chen! You're not joking, are you? This is not funny at all!" 

…… 

The surrounding crowd started to clamor. 

After the previous few rounds, everyone knew that Chen Xiaobei was not a braggart! 

However, upgrading a six-star earth-god instrument to a seven-star earth-god instrument in just three 

minutes was something that no one could believe! 

One had to know that it had been several hundred years since this earth-god instrument was passed 

from the previous divine craftsman to the current divine craftsman! The current divine craftsman and 

Grand shaman had tried all sorts of methods and countless attempts, but they had never succeeded! 

Even if they were willing to believe that Chen Xiaobei could succeed, they would never believe that he 

could do it in three minutes! 

This was simply unbelievable! This was illogical! It was even unreasonable! 

"Young master Chen, you're really not joking?" The divine craftsman and honourable witch asked in 

disbelief. 

"This isn't a joke!" 

 I'm sure!  Chen Xiaobei said.  if I can't do it within three minutes, I'll lose the challenge!  

"Good! Since you're so confident, I'll give you the black Tiger spirit Blade!" The divine craftsman and 

honourable witch immediately took out a black short knife. 
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"Wait a moment!" 

However, at this moment, Grand shaman Feng Xiao said solemnly,"I don't believe that you can upgrade 

the black Tiger spirit Blade in three minutes! I even suspect that after getting the black Tiger spirit Blade, 

young master Chen will take the opportunity to slip away and take this six-star earth-god instrument for 

himself!" 

It was obvious that Grand shaman Feng Xiao was the youngest Grand shaman, and he was proud of his 

talent and his ambition was too high. 

From the very beginning, he had not been convinced by Chen Xiaobei. Even though the previous few 

challenges had shocked him, it did not completely change his opinion of Chen Xiaobei. 

 what did you just say?!  

As soon as he said that, lockseed was instantly enraged.  "You're suspecting that my young master will 

run away with an earth-god instrument? You're underestimating me!" 

"Heh, I'm not looking down on you! I've seen through human nature!" 

"The black Tiger spirit Blade is a six-star earth-god instrument!" Grand shaman Xiaofeng said 

indifferently. An earth-god instrument of this level was not only terrifyingly powerful, it was also 

priceless on the market! The point is that young master Chen is avoiding us. This is suspicious!" 

The moment he said that, Zhao Yun immediately stepped forward and said solemnly, " "I'm willing to 

use my life as a guarantee! Xiaobei would never covet this earth-god instrument! If he leaves, I'm willing 

to pay with my life!" 

"We're also willing to use our lives to guarantee it!" Six-eared macaque, Baili tiantu, and Lockheed had 

also expressed their support for Chen Xiaobei. 

"Ha." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng laughed in disdain,"With all due respect, the lives of the four of you added 

together are not even one-billionth of the black Tiger spirit Blade! You guys are not worthy to be my 

guarantor!" 

When these words were said, Zhao Yun and the others became even more furious. However, they were 

completely unable to refute. 

That was because the value of a six-star earth-god instrument was extraordinarily high! 

As for Zhao Yun's group of four, the strongest among them was Lockheed, a peak four-star earth-god 

instrument. It was not enough to be compared with a six-star earth-god instrument! 

 for a moment, Zhao Yun and the others felt depressed and aggrieved. However, they could only endure 

it. 

Chen Xiaobei was also very unhappy and was about to retaliate. 

"Li Xiaoyun! Use your brain, will you?" 



However, at this moment, Grand shaman beast stood up and shouted at Grand shaman Xiao 

Feng,"Childe Chen has great ambitions. His goal is to reach the peak of the earth-god Realm, or even the 

peak of the immortal realm and the divine realm! Would he give up his pursuit for a mere six-star earth-

god instrument? Even a fool wouldn't believe it!" 

 this ...  Grand shaman Xiaofeng's expression froze and he was instantly speechless. 

"You listen well! This old man is willing to vouch for young master Chen!" 

"If Childe Chen runs away with the earth-god instrument!" Grand shaman tamer said seriously. You can 

just cut off my head and kick it like a ball! To be a chamber pot!" 

"Uh ..." 

Upon hearing this, Grand shaman Xiaofeng was stunned on the spot. He said awkwardly,  please calm 

down ... I'm just reasonably suspicious. Besides, I'm still counting on you to help me tame the ghost 

chariot bird. How would I dare to take your head? " 

"Cut the crap!" Beast Tamer Grand shaman's face was black as he said solemnly,"Just wait for young 

master Chen to slap you in the face!" 

 yes, yes, yes ... I'll wait ... I'll wait ...  Grand shaman Xiaofeng didn't dare to talk back at all and just kept 

nodding. 

Seeing this scene, the surrounding people all laughed. 

"The Grand shaman Xiao Feng is so pitiful, of all people to provoke, he had to provoke the beast Tamer 

Grand shaman! Among the nine great tribes, other than Grand shaman yaoshu, Grand shaman Beast 

Tamer has the worst temper!" 

"Do you still need to say that? The two of them were the oldest and had the highest qualifications. More 

importantly, they were the only ones who knew witchcraft and beast taming! The other tribes are all 

begging them, saying that whoever provokes them will be in trouble!" 

"In the end, young master Chen is the most awesome! Just now, he even made the beast Tamer Grand 

Wizard kneel down and acknowledge him as his master. Although he didn't succeed, the beast Tamer 

Grand Wizard will definitely be convinced by young master Chen after getting the great beast language 

dictionary, even to the point of being dead set on him!" 

"Now that you have the beast Tamer honourable witch as your guarantor, young master Chen can start 

to challenge the divine craftsman honourable witch! If he succeeded again, the nine tribes of the nine Li 

tribes would have been won over by young master Chen! This is too heaven-defying!" 

…… 

While the crowd was still discussing, the divine craftsman, the witch, had already handed the black Tiger 

spirit Blade to Chen Xiaobei. 

Without another word, Chen Xiaobei took out the somersault cloud and flew high into the sky to ensure 

that his secret would not be exposed. 



After flying for about ten seconds, Chen Xiaobei took out the heaven and earth furnace! 

Obviously, the most direct way to upgrade an earth-god instrument was to use the spiritual aura of 

heaven and earth! 

Before Chen Xiaobei ransacked the CAO family's Treasury, there was still a lot of spiritual aura left in the 

heaven and earth furnace. After that, most of the resources in the Treasury had been refined by Chen 

Xiaobei. 

At this moment, the amount of heaven and earth spiritual aura in the furnace was enough to upgrade an 

ordinary six-star earth-god instrument to a seven-star One! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei did not hesitate. With a thought, he injected the spiritual aura of heaven and earth into 

the black Tiger spiritual blade. 

 it is indeed convenient to use the heaven and earth spiritual aura. However, I have spent a lot of time 

and energy to accumulate so much heaven and earth spiritual aura. It is a bit of a pity ...  

Although the upgrade would definitely succeed, Chen Xiaobei still felt a little regretful.  with so much 

Heaven Earth spiritual aura, I should have been able to upgrade the witch Dragon heavenly flame from 

six-star to seven-star, but I won't have the chance now ...  

"Chi ..." 

Just as Chen Xiaobei was feeling disappointed, the black Tiger spiritual blade suddenly released a strong 

spiritual wave! 

"What?" 

Chen Xiaobei was shocked.  "The upgrade was completed in advance! This ... How is this possible?" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2523: Flying Speed 

Originally, Chen Xiaobei thought that he would need to use up all the spiritual aura of heaven and earth 

to upgrade the black Tiger spiritual blade. 

He had never expected that the black Tiger spirit Blade would suddenly produce a spiritual fluctuation 

change after only consuming one-fifth of the heaven and earth spiritual aura. It was instantly raised to a 

higher level than before. 

This meant that the black Tiger spirit Blade had successfully completed its upgrade! 

"I understand!" 

Chen Xiaobei was smart enough to figure out the key point! 

 it must be the previous and current divine craftsman, the Grand shaman. In the thousands of years of 

countless attempts, the black Tiger spirit blade's quality has actually been raised to the middle to late 

six-star!  
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 that's why I'm not upgrading from zero. I'm just filling up the missing parts. Of course, I don't have to 

use up all my heaven Earth spiritual aura!  Hahaha! He had saved another sum of money! It's so good!" 

Chen Xiaobei had thought that all the spiritual aura he had accumulated would be used up. 

But now, he had only used one-fifth of it, and he had already reached his goal! 

Chen Xiaobei was very happy that he had earned something! 

"Swish!" 

Chen Xiaobei put away the heaven and earth furnace and returned to the crowd on the somersault 

cloud. 

At this moment, only a minute had passed! 

Everyone was confused when they saw Chen Xiaobei return. 

"Young master Chen, why have you returned? Could it be that you've successfully upgraded? That's 

impossible, right?" 

"That's impossible! It's only been a minute. The preparation work hasn't even started, let alone the 

upgrade!" 

"This is impossible! In a minute, he was able to settle something that the two generations of divine 

craftsmen and Grand Magi could not do even after thousands of years! I won't believe it even if you 

beat me to death!" 

"Don't tell me you don't believe me! Even a three-year-old child wouldn't believe it!" 

…… 

There was no doubt that in just a minute, not only would the Grand Wizards not believe that Chen 

Xiaobei could upgrade the black Tiger spiritual blade, even if the news was spread to the whole world, 

no one would believe it! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei raised the black Tiger spiritual blade and activated its spiritual nature! 

In an instant, spiritual light overflowed and a mighty pressure filled the air. The spiritual fluctuations 

were so strong that they were like a storm, sweeping through the entire space! 

 it ... It's a success ... The spiritual fluctuation has really reached the level of a seven-star earth-god!  

Seeing the scene before him, the divine craftsman and Grand shaman were the first to shriek in 

excitement. They were both surprised and overjoyed, and they were so excited that they were 

trembling. 

At the same time, everyone present was even more dumbfounded. They simply couldn't believe their 

ears. 



Just a second ago, they were still saying that they would rather die than believe that Chen Xiaobei could 

upgrade the black Tiger spiritual blade in less than a minute. 

However, at this moment, the seven-star earth-god level black Tiger spirit Blade was already in front of 

them! 

It was simply a slap in the face at the speed of light! 

"The heavens have opened their eyes! The black Tiger spirit Blade is the symbol of the divine craftsmen's 

tribe! Today, he had met young master Chen, this noble! I've finally successfully upgraded!" 

The divine craftsman and honourable witch said excitedly,"From today on, everyone in the divine 

craftsmen's tribe, including me, will forever remember young master Chen's kindness! If Childe Chen is 

crowned King, the divine craftsmen's tribe will definitely support you!" 

The moment he said that, it was equivalent to directly announcing the victory and defeat of this 

challenge. 

Not only was the divine Smith convinced, but he was also very grateful to Chen Xiaobei. 

Chen Xiaobei had won! 

"Li Xiaoyun! Does your face hurt?" 

Right at this moment, the beast Tamer Grand shaman jumped up and stared at Grand shaman Xiao 

Feng, laughing loudly,"You actually suspect that young master Chen will run away with the black Tiger 

spirit Blade!" 

 but now, upgrading a seven-star earth-god instrument is as easy as eating, drinking, and peeing. This 

proves that he would never covet a six-star earth-god instrument!  

"This face slap is simply too loud! Hahaha ...  the beast Tamer Grand shaman laughed heartily, which 

was equivalent to sprinkling a handful of salt on Grand shaman Xiao Feng's face. 

 uh ...  Grand shaman Xiaofeng's face was red and hot. He had lost all his face. 

Helpless, the truth was right in front of his eyes, and Grand shaman Xiao Feng could not refute. 

Moreover, with Grand shaman beast's temper, Grand shaman Xiao Feng did not dare to refute. 

Although Grand shaman Xiaofeng was the youngest and had a very proud personality, in the end, he still 

didn't dare to offend the older generation of Grand shaman Yao Shu and Grand shaman Beast Tamer. 

Of course! Offending Chen Xiaobei was a different story! 

"You little brat! Don't be so smug!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng immediately stood up and said solemnly,"In the next challenge, I will deal with 

you! I'll definitely make you suffer a crushing defeat!" 

As soon as he said that, the scene immediately burst into a burst of discussion. 

"This is going to be a good show! Grand shaman Xiaofeng has always been proud, and now that he's 

been slapped in the face, he'll definitely try his best to save his face!" 



"This is a must! Grand shaman Xiaofeng is the youngest Grand shaman of our Nine Li tribes! He could be 

called the number one genius! It would be strange if he didn't even have this bit of pride!" 

"To be honest, I don't wish for young master Chen to lose. After all, he's really powerful ... But, to 

challenge Grand shaman Xiaofeng's specialty, young master Chen has almost no chance of winning ..." 

"Not to mention young master Chen, even the other Grand shamans have no chance of winning! 

Otherwise, Grand shaman Xiao Feng wouldn't have been able to become a publicly acknowledged Grand 

shaman at the mere age of thirty-three!" 

…… 

Chen Xiaobei returned the black Tiger spirit Blade to the divine general and the Honourable witch. 

"Young master Chen ..." 

"Even though I'm extremely grateful to you, I have to say that you might lose the next round ... Why 

don't you reject Grand shaman Xiaofeng and challenge someone else first ..." 

 I'm not afraid!  Chen Xiaobei smiled and said, " it's still the same! I'll have to challenge him sooner or 

later, so why should I refuse?" 

 sigh ...  the divine craftsman and honourable witch sighed, " "I really hope you can win ... But ... What a 

pity ..." 

It was obvious that not only the divine craftsman, but the rest of the crowd did not believe that Chen 

Xiaobei could defeat the Grand shaman Xiaofeng. 

Even the Grand shaman, who was the most supportive of Chen Xiaobei, looked solemn and did not say a 

word. 

From this, it could be seen that Grand shaman Xiaofeng's specialty had truly reached the highest level, 

and no one could say anything about it! 

Of course, no matter what the others thought, Chen Xiaobei did not feel anything. 

"No problem! In the next round, I will challenge Grand shaman howling wind!" 

"But I still don't know what Grand shaman Xiaofeng is best at. How are we going to compete?" 

"I'm best at flying speed!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's eyes focused and he said in a deep voice,"Ten thousand li East of this place, 

there is a tall mountain that reaches into the clouds. Snow cherry blossoms bloom on the peak! You and 

I will set off together. Whoever can pick the snow cherry blossoms first and then return will be the 

winner!" 
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"A competition of flying speed?" 
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"Are there any restrictions for this competition?" Chen Xiaobei asked. For example, magical treasures, 

special abilities, and other types of assistance, can they all be used?" 

"Of course you can!" 

"In terms of flying speed, I'm not targeting you. The entire Nanzhan state is trash!" Grand shaman 

Xiaofeng laughed confidently. Any Dharma Treasure! Any special ability! You can use all of them! No 

taboo!" 

"Alright!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled evilly. He was even more confident than his opponent.  "Congratulations, you've 

lost!" 

As soon as he said that, the crowd exploded! 

"What? Young master Chen! You're too arrogant! The competition hasn't even started and you dare to 

say that Grand shaman howling wind has lost? You ... You really don't know the immensity of heaven 

and earth!" 

"Young master Chen! You're too arrogant! This time, I'm not on your side! Grand shaman Xiaofeng's 

flying speed is comparable to that of an eight-star earth-god, you can't possibly win against him! You 

said that he has already lost, that's a brainless mockery!" 

"Crazy! He was too crazy! I've never seen such an arrogant person! You dare to look down on Grand 

shaman howling wind's flying speed!" 

 the divine Wind bird under Grand shaman Xiaofeng is a seven-star earth-god spiritual beast. Its innate 

ability is acceleration, and it can burst out with the speed of a peak seven-star!  

 the point is that Grand shaman howling wind himself is proficient in the howling wind haste spell, which 

can further increase his speed, allowing the divine Wind bird to cross a large realm and burst out with 

the speed of an eight-star earth immortal!  

"I can't say for sure on the ground, but in the sky, no one in the entire Nanzhan state can compare to 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng!" 

…… 

The crowd was very unhappy with Chen Xiaobei's words. 

After all, in everyone's eyes, Grand shaman Xiaofeng's flying speed was the undisputed number one! 

If Chen Xiaobei had been humble and admitted defeat, perhaps they would have put in a good word for 

him. However, Chen Xiaobei's arrogance made many of them unhappy! 

"Little brat! Did you hear that?" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng raised his chin and said with a proud expression,"The eyes of the masses are 

sharp! Everyone knows how powerful I am! It's not embarrassing for you to lose to me! Why is there a 

need to puff up your own face?" 



Chen Xiaobei was not moved at all. He smiled and said, " "I just smacked someone's face, and you've 

already forgotten the pain?" 

"You ..." Grand shaman Xiaofeng's expression froze, his face starting to heat up and turn red again. 

"Wind howl! Don't let that kid disturb your mind!" 

At this moment, the Budur sorcerer clan said in a deep voice, " "You're the first one from the four war 

divisions to fight! Don't embarrass us!" 

"Yup!" 

Grand Wizard Xuan Zhong and Grand Wizard Berserker also nodded heavily and said,  you're the first 

one to fight. If you lose, the four war departments will be embarrassed!  

The nine tribes of Jiuli, sky poison, yaoshu, dingshang, beast taming, and divine craftsman were all tribes 

in charge of the work behind the scenes! 

Xuan Zhong, Xiao Feng, Fu tu, and Kuang Zhan were the tribes that were fighting at the front! 

As early as 30 million years ago, the four divisions of war were a United entity. At first, they fought 

together and swept through the entire Nanzhan state. In the end, they fought together to the death. 

Although they were defeated, they still did not separate! 

From this, it could be seen that the four war divisions were bound together for good or bad! 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng was the first to appear, which meant he was the general of the vanguard in the 

war. Since ancient times, the victory of the vanguard would excite the three armies! If the vanguard was 

defeated, the three armies would be defeated! 

One spurt of energy, one decline, three exhaustion! 

If an Army had no morale, there was no need to fight at all! 

That was the reason why the three great sorcerer clans, Freud, Xuan Zhong, and Berserker, valued this 

competition so much and urged Grand shaman howling wind to win! 

"My three brothers! Don't worry! I will definitely win!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng composed himself and regained his confidence,"I was able to become Grand 

shaman Xiaofeng all because of my true abilities! In terms of flying speed, I'm not afraid of anyone in the 

Nanzhan state!" 

"Good job! This is the spirit that the number one genius of Jiuli division should have!" Xuan Zhong, 

Freud, and Berserker all praised in unison. 

"Can we start now?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Heh, we can start at any time!" With a wave of his hand, Grand shaman Xiaofeng directly released a 

giant green-blue spiritual bird from his spiritual beast bracelet. 



The bird was three meters tall and its wingspan was no less than ten meters! The green-blue feathers 

glowed with spiritual light, as if they were draped in an immortal robe. They were dazzling, sacred, and 

Noble! 

Obviously, this was the seven-star earth-god level spirit beast that everyone was talking about, the 

divine Wind bird! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Without another word, Chen Xiaobei summoned the somersault cloud. 

"Young master Chen, you must be joking, right?" 

Upon seeing this scene, Grand shaman Xiaofeng immediately laughed,  although your cloud is amazing, 

as we all saw, it only has the speed of a four-star earth-god!  

 that's right! This is a four-star earth-god instrument!  Chen Xiaobei nodded and said calmly. 

"Ha, hahaha ..." 

Upon hearing this, Grand shaman Xiaofeng's smile became even more brilliant."This cloud is three whole 

levels lower than my Divine Wind bird! I don't even need to use the wind haste spell, I can even let you 

fly for a few minutes!" 

"I don't need you to let me win!" Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "Let's go together!" 

"Hmph! I'm afraid you've been scared silly by my wind bird!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng laughed disdainfully,"there's a speed difference of three major realms, yet you 

still want to set off with me?" Aren't you afraid that you won't even be able to see my shadow if you 

blink?" 

"Grand shaman Xiaofeng has already said that I can use magic treasures and abilities!"  that's why I'm 

confident that I can set off with Grand shaman Xiaofeng and win the battle!  Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Little brat! You're really too Savage!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's expression turned cold as he said in an unpleasant tone,"Then let's go 

together! I'd like to see how you're going to win!" 

"Wind howl! Don't be careless!" 

The Budur sorcerer clan members were very calm and composed. They said solemnly, " "Young master 

Chen's Foundation is so strong that it's terrifying! Maybe he really had special magical treasures and 

special abilities! You must do your best! Don't underestimate the enemy!" 

"Understood!" 

Although Grand shaman Xiaofeng was arrogant, he was definitely not stupid. He nodded heavily and 

said,"I will definitely do my best! I'll just use the howling wind curse and make this kid suffer a crushing 

defeat!" 



"I'm relieved then!" The Budur sorcerer clan nodded and smiled.  "As long as Xiao Feng goes all out, he 

won't lose!" 

After that, Grand shaman Xiaofeng stepped onto the wind bird's back while Chen Xiaobei stood on the 

somersault cloud. 

"In order to ensure fairness, this old man will give the order!" 

Grand shaman yaoshu stood up and said solemnly, " "I'll count to three, and all of you will set off 

together! One! Two! Three ..." 

"Woof!" 

As soon as it finished speaking, the divine Wind bird instantly flapped its wings and rushed into the sky 

like a bolt of lightning. It was so fast that it was difficult to see with the naked eye! 

However, even though Divine wind and thunder were fast, Chen Xiaobei was prepared for it! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2525: Relaxed 

In that split second, the surrounding people could barely react. 

But Chen Xiaobei was already prepared. The moment the Aeolus bird took off, Chen Xiaobei 

immediately revealed his trump card! 

"Magpie bridge's spiritual shadow!" 

 go!  Chen Xiaobei shouted, and a dazzling golden spiritual light shot out from the somersault cloud! 

It was like a golden Magpie bridge. One end was connected to the somersault cloud, and the other end 

was directly connected to the divine Wind bird's body! 

"Swish!" 

In an instant, the divine Wind bird rushed out. Driven by the Golden Magpie bridge, the somersault 

cloud also rushed out! 

"Eh? What the hell is this?" 

Naturally, Grand shaman howling wind noticed that something was wrong. He turned around and was 

immediately shocked,"How could this be? How could that kid keep up with the wind bird's speed?" 

Under the connection of the Golden Bridge of Magpies, the somersault cloud was as if it was being 

dragged by the wind bird. Although there was still a distance between them, the speed was exactly the 

same! 

 what ... What kind of sorcery is this?!  

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's face was filled with disbelief, unable to understand even after much thought.  

it's just a four-star earth-god instrument. How can it catch up with the divine Wind bird, which has the 

speed of a peak seven-star earth-god? " 
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There was no doubt that the somersault cloud should not have the same speed as the divine Wind bird 

with a difference of three major realms! 

However! Grand shaman Xiaofeng would never have thought that this wasn't the speed of the 

somersault cloud, but the divine Wind bird that was dragging the somersault cloud! 

Previously, Chen Xiaobei had learned ju liusun's " magic treasure fusion ". He had fused the somersault 

cloud with Niu Lang's spiritual image of the Magpie bridge, giving the somersault cloud the Magpie 

bridge ability! 

With the bridge of Magpies connecting them, Chen Xiaobei did not need to use any strength to catch up 

to Grand shaman Xiaofeng. It was so cool! 

"You little brat! Don't think that you can keep up with me like this!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng didn't see through the key to the Magpie bridge's special ability. He 

immediately circulated his vital essence and said with a whoosh,"Ling Wu, hurry! Wind! Wind! The 

wind!" 

"Phew! Whoosh ..." 

As Grand shaman Xiaofeng whistled, his true essence communicated with the gales in the space and 

borrowed endless wind momentum! 

The wind was vast, like an Army of thousands of horses! 

The divine Wind bird flew with the wind. It was as if it had borrowed the power of ten thousand horses. 

Its speed soared and in a very short time, it broke through the limit of a peak seven-star and reached the 

speed of an eight-star earth-god! 

In an instant, he was as fast as lightning, using extreme shadow shuttling! 

The clouds in the sky were pulled into countless threads, and the sky and the earth became blurry! 

This unbelievable speed seemed to break through the limits of time and space, directly crossing into an 

unknown alternate world! 

How could the word "fast" be so amazing! 

"This speed is really satisfying! Hahaha ..." 

After Grand shaman Xiaofeng cast the spell, he laughed complacently,"The divine Wind bird, when 

combined with the howling wind spell, can fly at a speed that is unrivaled in the Nanzhan state! That kid 

will be thrown thousands of miles away in an instant! Hahaha ..." 

"Hmm, this speed is indeed very satisfying!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei's voice came from behind Grand shaman Xiaofeng, " "However, it's impossible 

for you to shake me off!" 

 what??? " 



When Grand shaman Xiaofeng heard Chen Xiaobei's voice coming from behind him, he shivered and 

almost fell off the wind bird! 

 you ... How did you manage to keep up?!  

When Grand shaman Xiaofeng turned around, he saw that Chen Xiaobei was only ten meters behind the 

wind bird! 

Moreover, Chen Xiaobei had a carefree expression on his face the entire time. He looked very relaxed 

and at ease, as if he was not competing, but enjoying himself! 

"I told you before we left, you've already lost!" 

Chen Xiaobei laughed and said, " "Since I'm going to win, I naturally have to follow you closely! There's 

no doubt that you'll never be able to get rid of me!" 

"Impossible! This is impossible ..." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's expression was as if he had seen a ghost. He bent down and anxiously 

asked,"Wind god! Can you fly faster? I've already used the wind haste spell, so I can only rely on you 

now!" 

"Gugu ..." 

The divine Wind bird helplessly shook its head, and an expression that said "I can't do it" appeared on its 

face. 

 why did it turn out like this ... Why ...  

Grand shaman Xiaofeng let out a long sigh. He stood there in a daze. No matter how hard he thought, he 

could not figure out how Chen Xiaobei could keep up with his speed. 

"COO! Guu!" 

At this moment, the divine Wind bird let out two deep cries and wagged its tail. 

At this moment, the Golden Magpie bridge was connected to the wind bird's tail! 

"I understand! The problem lies in this golden spiritual light!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng composed himself and shot out a wave of true essence with his backhand, 

trying to break the Golden Magpie bridge. 

However, even though Grand shaman Xiaofeng had the strength of a six-star earth-god, his vital essence 

was completely ineffective against the Golden Magpie bridge! 

It was like hitting air, unable to touch anything solid, and naturally unable to break the bridge of 

Magpies! 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's eyes focused as he bowed and said,"Wind god! Try barging in and tear off this 

golden spiritual light that's attached to your tail!" 

"COO! Wuwu ..." 



The wind bird accepted the order and let out a sharp cry. 

In the next moment, this seven-star earth-god spiritual bird began to turn and move desperately in the 

air. It rampaged and struggled madly, trying to get rid of the Golden Magpie bridge at all costs! 

However, no matter what the wind bird did, it could not shake off the connection of the Magpie bridge! 

What was even more amazing was that throughout the entire process, the bridge had maintained its 

balance. No matter how much the Aeolus bird struggled, Chen Xiaobei was able to stand on the 

somersault cloud with ease and was not affected at all! 

 how ... How is this possible?!  

Grand shaman Xiaofeng was in complete despair. He and the divine Wind bird had used everything they 

had but they could not do anything to Chen Xiaobei. 

However, even if he had a hundred million brains, he would never have imagined that back then, the 

Cowherd and the Weaver Girl had crossed two planets on the Magpie bridge to meet each other. 

Even though the spiritual image of the Magpie bridge was not as profound as the divine Magpie bridge 

of the Cowherd and the Weaver Girl, it was more than enough to tie the divine Wind bird down! 

"Forget it ..." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng had no choice but to give up on trying to get rid of Chen Xiaobei."Fortunately, 

that kid can only follow me and can't surpass me! As long as I maintain my current speed, I will still be 

the final winner!" 

Thinking of this, Grand shaman Xiaofeng made the divine Wind bird stop struggling and charged forward 

with all his might. 

It didn't take long for the mountain covered in snow and cherry blossoms to appear in the depths of the 

clouds. 

The divine Wind bird rushed over, and Grand shaman howling wind picked a bunch of flowers. 

Chen Xiaobei also picked up a bunch of beautiful snow-white cherry blossoms when he was passing by 

the sea of flowers. 

Then, the Aeolus bird returned to its original position, and Chen Xiaobei followed closely behind. 

…… 

After a period of time, Grand shaman Xiaofeng became excited,"That's great! He could already see the 

Jiuli ancient tower! As long as that kid doesn't surpass me! He would have lost completely! Hahaha!" 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2526: The Immortal Treading The Void 

The nine Li ancient tower was right in front of them, and they could vaguely see it with their naked eyes! 

With the wind bird's current speed, it would definitely arrive within ten seconds! 
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As long as he could not be overtaken by Chen Xiaobei within these ten seconds, he would have the final 

victory! 

Chen Xiaobei had already won the five tribes over. If Grand shaman Xiaofeng could defeat Chen Xiaobei, 

not only would he be able to slap Chen Xiaobei's face, he would also be able to become famous in Jiuli 

and gain the admiration and respect of all the people! 

To Grand shaman Xiaofeng, this was definitely an incomparably wonderful ending! 

There were only ten seconds left! Grand shaman howling wind could make all of this a reality! 

As long as he could hold on for ten seconds, he would be able to enjoy the pleasure of slapping Chen 

Xiaobei in the face! He could even win the worship of the people! 

Just thinking about it made Grand shaman Xiaofeng extremely happy! 

"I'm sorry, but I've already surpassed you!" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei appeared beside Grand shaman Xiaofeng and smiled.   you're very outstanding, 

but unfortunately, your opponent is me. So, you can only regret your defeat!  

"What? This ... How is this possible?" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng was instantly dumbstruck, as if he had seen a ghost. He shrieked in 

shock,"When did you come to my side? you ..." 

However, before he could finish his words, Grand shaman Xiaofeng was stunned by the scene that 

appeared next! 

"Ling jiuxiao!" 

 go!  Chen Xiaobei growled, and his feet glowed with a purple-gold spiritual light. In a flash, he 

disappeared from Grand shaman Xiaofeng's side! 

With just these two sentences, the wind bird had already arrived in front of the Jiuli ancient tower! 

However, Chen Xiaobei had already used [ penetrate the nine Heavens ] to teleport away. He then used 

[ penetrate the nine Heavens ] three times in mid-air! 

It was like an immortal stepping on the void! 

In the blink of an eye, Chen Xiaobei was already on the other side of the river, holding a bouquet of 

flowers in his hand and smiling at everyone! 

"Oh my God! Am I dreaming? Young ... Young master Chen is actually flying over!" 

 just now, Childe Chen was still behind Grand shaman Xiaofeng. With a few flashes, he actually overtook 

him. This is simply unbelievable!  

"According to the rules, young master Chen is here first ... This ... Doesn't this mean that Grand shaman 

Xiaofeng's flying speed is unrivaled ... He has lost completely ..." 



Gasps could be heard from the crowd. The final result was something that no one could imagine, even if 

they racked their brains. 

"I lost ... I actually lost ..." 

Grand shaman howling wind arrived after him. Although he was only a second late, it was as if he was a 

lifetime late! 

This short second was the difference between victory and defeat, and the difference between heaven 

and earth! The world would only remember and worship the winner! As for the loser, no one would 

care! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei had not only shocked the entire crowd, but also the people of the nine 

tribes of the nine Li tribes! 

Everyone in the Jiuli division would know that Grand shaman Xiaofeng, who had unrivaled flying speed, 

had been defeated by Childe Chen! Everyone would remember this young master Chen! He even started 

to worship this young master Chen! 

However, Grand shaman Xiaofeng could only serve as a foil to this young master Chen. As long as 

anyone mentioned this young master Chen, they would definitely say that he had once used an even 

faster flying speed to crush Grand shaman Xiaofeng! 

"I've lost ... I've lost too badly ..." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's entire face twisted. He was originally proud, and when he thought of today's 

failure and the grievances he would face in the future, his heart felt as if it was being crushed by a huge 

rock. He was so depressed that he was almost suffocating! 

"I am too ashamed to return to the howling wind tribe ... Too ashamed to see the elders of the howling 

wind tribe ... I officially resign from my position as the Grand shaman of the howling wind tribe ... 

Everyone, please choose another capable person to take over ..." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng was truly an extremely proud person. 

In this battle, he had indeed been ruthlessly smacked in the face and had lost all his face! 

His pride that was stronger than ordinary people made him unable to continue to sit on the Grand 

shaman's throne in peace! 

After all, flying speed was his greatest pride and honor. It was even the greatest pride and honor of the 

entire howling wind tribe! 

He, Grand shaman howling wind, had already been defeated. Wouldn't he implicate the entire tribe and 

become the laughingstock of the world? 

It was obvious that his pride and self-esteem would not allow him to accept such an outcome. 

He would rather not be the Grand shaman than become a stain and disgrace to the entire howling wind 

tribe, ruining the glory of the tribe! 

This unyielding character was actually very rare! 



The surrounding people's expressions changed drastically, and they all stood up to persuade him. 

"Grand shaman howling wind! Don't be rash!" 

Chen Xiaobei stopped Grand shaman Xiaofeng and said, " "Your flying speed is faster than mine! And he 

was much, much stronger! I only won against you because of my magic weapon and special ability! Even 

if you lose, you won't be embarrassed!" 

 this ...  Grand shaman Xiaofeng's expression froze, and the depression in his chest was greatly reduced. 

According to Chen Xiaobei, although Grand shaman Xiaofeng had lost, it was not because of his flying 

speed. 

This way, even if the world were to talk about this matter again, they would only say that Chen Xiaobei 

was very intelligent and not that Grand shaman Xiaofeng's flying speed was not good enough! 

Grand shaman howling wind would be able to keep his title as the strongest! He had protected the pride 

and glory of himself and the entire tribe! 

Without a doubt, Chen Xiaobei's few words were enough to give Grand shaman Xiaofeng face! 

Everyone gave Chen Xiaobei a thumbs up, praising him for his magnanimity and loyalty! 

At this moment, no one's advice would be more effective than Chen Xiaobei's! 

Only Chen Xiaobei could make Grand shaman howling wind stay. 

"Young master Chen ... I ..." 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's entire body relaxed a lot, but his face was still red and hot."I'm really too 

ashamed ... I've been targeting you before, but you're willing to speak up for me and give me a way out 

... I ... I'm really ashamed ..." 

"It's not a big deal. We can be considered friends after a fight! There's no problem with your character, 

so I'm naturally willing to give you a way out!" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  the point is, after I become a Shaman King, I still need your help! I 

can't let you, the number one genius of Nine Li leave me!  

"Young master! Please accept a bow from me, Li Xiaoyun!" 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng's body trembled and he was about to kneel down but was stopped by Chen 

Xiaobei. He said, " "If you claim to be King! I will definitely do my best to assist! I'll spare no effort and 

spare no effort until I die!" 

"Good! Very good!" 

 I'm going to challenge the next witch!  Chen Xiaobei smiled.  you should go rest. I'm going to challenge 

the next witch!  

The last three Grand shamans puffed up their chests, hoping that Chen Xiaobei would challenge them. 



They had all said at the start that Grand shaman howling wind would lose face for the four war divisions 

if he lost! 

But after what had just happened, they realized that Chen Xiaobei was a true man. Even if he lost to 

Chen Xiaobei, it would not be embarrassing! To be able to be challenged by Chen Xiaobei, they even felt 

honored! 

"The Berserker witch!" 

Chen Xiaobei looked at her and said, "  I heard that you're invincible among your peers. I'll challenge you 

first!  

"Good! No problem!" 

 yes!  the battle shaman stepped forward excitedly and surrounded Chen Xiaobei with his body. 

"Childe Chen, tell me, how do we compete?" The Berserker Grand shaman was a straightforward 

person, carefree and without any schemes. 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2527: Lone Wolf's Secret 

 the battle shaman is already a six-star earth-god, I can't defeat you without using my magic treasure 

and trump card!  

Chen Xiaobei was very honest and had no intention of tricking the honest man.  "But if he uses his magic 

treasure and trump card, I don't think the Berserker Grand shaman will be convinced!" 

"That's right!" 

"If you and I fight directly, there's indeed no suspense!" Said the Grand shaman in a deep voice. 

However, if you use your Dharma Treasures and trump cards, you can't prove your strength! Not only 

me, even the iron-blooded Warriors of our Berserker tribe will not accept this!" 

"Then, do you think this will work?" 

 that's right!  Chen Xiaobei said, " the thing that the Berserker tribe is best at, or should I say, proudest 

of, is their 'invincible' combat power! Then I'll challenge a Berserker who's on the same level as me! An 

unmovable talisman, it all depended on strength! What do you think?" 

"Good! No problem! It's decided!" 

"You're much younger than me, if I were to take action, others would say that I'm bullying a junior!" 

With the young people of my tribe taking action, not only can we test your strength, we can also gain 

the trust of everyone!" 

It was obvious that even though the battle shaman was an honest person, he was definitely not stupid. 

This sentence hit the nail on the head! 

Although Chen Xiaobei was not as strong as the witch, he was much younger than the witch! 
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If Chen Xiaobei was allowed to grow to the age of the Berserker witch, his strength might not be below 

the witch's! 

Therefore, the fairest way was to let the young men of the Berserker tribe fight! 

This way, he would not be bullying Chen Xiaobei, but would also be able to see how talented and 

powerful Chen Xiaobei was! 

After all, even the youths of the Berserker tribe could be invincible among their peers! 

If Chen Xiaobei could defeat a Berserker warrior of the same level, he would be invincible! Not only the 

Berserker Grand shaman, everyone would be convinced! 

"Since the Berserker shaman has agreed, then please summon the young warriors of your tribe. We'll 

compete as soon as possible!" Chen Xiaobei said. 

"Uh ... I have to think about it ..." 

Grand shaman Berserker's brows slightly furrowed as he felt a slight headache,"The young men of our 

Berserker tribe are all hot-blooded and warlike. Once I give the order, everyone will fight to the death. I 

wonder who should be chosen ..." 

"Let them all come!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged.  I'm at the early primordial spirit realm. I should be able to fight one or two 

opponents of the same level at once!  

"What?" 

As soon as these words were spoken, not only the Berserker Grand shaman, everyone present was 

dumbfounded, they simply couldn't believe their ears. 

"Young master Chen! You ... Why do you always do things so differently? One person against one or two 

hundred? How can we believe this?" 

"Young master Chen! Did you make a mistake? Not to mention one or two hundred Berserker Warriors, 

even if there were one or two hundred ordinary early primordial soul realm cultivators, you can't 

possibly defeat them by yourself!" 

"Well said! The Warriors of the Berserker tribe were all invincible among their peers. It was already 

difficult to defeat one warrior, so how could you defeat one or two hundred? We won't believe it even if 

you beat us to death!" 

…… 

Everyone cried out in shock, not daring to believe it. 

After the previous few challenges, everyone's impression of Chen Xiaobei had increased, and their trust 

in Him had also increased. 

However, Chen Xiaobei's words still left them in disbelief. 

"Young master Chen! Aren't you going too far by saying such things?" 



Grand shaman Berserker's brows slightly furrowed and he was slightly angry, " "What do you think I, a 

Berserker warrior, am? A newborn baby?" 

As soon as these words were spoken, the thirteen Magi of the Berserker tribe all revealed angry 

expressions. Their battle intent surged, and they were extremely displeased. 

"I don't mean to offend you. However, just as the Berserker shaman said, the youths of the Berserker 

tribe are all warlike and fight to be the first!" 

 if I only fight one person, even if I win, I'm afraid that many people will not be satisfied and want to 

challenge me! However, if I can fight against a hundred people, I will be able to convince everyone with 

one battle! It can save us a lot of trouble, can't it?" 

"Hmm, what you said makes sense!" 

"That bunch of Rascals from my Berserker tribe, all of them are battle hungry. If you don't beat them 

into submission in one go, the people who come to challenge you in the future will probably trample 

over your house's threshold!" 

"Since Grand shaman Berserker has no objections, then quickly summon them here!" Chen Xiaobei 

urged. 

"I only need to tell them to come here! But, are you sure you can handle it?" 

"Don't blame me for not warning you!" We, the Berserker tribe, are all true warriors, and we will never 

joke around with you. When the time comes, fists and feet have no eyes, and if anything happens to 

you, I won't care!" 

"Don't worry!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled.  everyone here can be my witness. If I die, I'll blame myself for not being as good as 

the others. I won't blame the witch!  

"Good! With your words! I'll call for people now! I'd like to see how you're going to fight one against a 

hundred!" The Berserker Grand shaman immediately retreated to the side and ordered his men. 

Seeing this scene, the crowd began to discuss again. 

Chen Xiaobei took the opportunity to walk to the far end of the crowd. 

The blood Wolf had not left yet. It seemed to be waiting for Chen Xiaobei. 

"Sister lone wolf! Why aren't you leaving?" 

"Is there anything else that you need my help with?" Chen Xiaobei asked in the beast language. Just tell 

me. " 

The blood Wolf hesitated for a moment and said in a deep voice, " "You're a man of your word. You 

didn't make things difficult for me! I also have a big secret that I want to tell you!" 

"What secret?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 



"A few days ago, I saw a man in the mountains! It doesn't look like the Sorcerer tribe. They must have 

come from outside the mountain!" 

 I can tell that you want to be the nine Li Magus King. I'm afraid that person will attract people from 

outside the mountain and ruin your plan. That's why I stayed behind to tell you the secret!  

"Many thanks!" 

 what's the matter? " Chen Xiaobei asked.  did he have any special characteristics? " 

The blood Wolf nodded and said, " "He's tall and strong. Although he looks like someone from outside 

the mountain, I found out that he's very familiar with the mountain's environment and has a clear goal. 

He's rushing to the Tiger emperor mountain at top speed! They should be heading towards the 

legendary ancient ruins!" 

"Are there any ancient ruins in this mountain?" Chen Xiaobei asked. 

"Of course!" 

 I'm not sure!  the lone wolf said, " the vast mountains and seas are extremely huge. There are many 

areas that have yet to be set foot in. There must be more than one ancient ruin hidden in them!  

"Good! I have a rough idea!" Chen Xiaobei nodded and said, " thank you! Take care of your own safety 

and take good care of your baby. If you have any difficulties, you can go find the familiar Grand shaman 

and have him contact me!" 

"Good! Then I'll be leaving!" The lone Blood Wolf nodded and quickly ran out of Chen Xiaobei's sight. 

Chen Xiaobei calmed himself down, retreated to a place where no one was around, and entered the 

verdant Emperor's divine gourd! 

Chen Xiaobei wanted to sharpen his spear before the battle! 

Red Envelope Group of the Three Realms 

Chapter 2528: Fun 

Obviously, since Chen Xiaobei had said that he was going to fight one against a hundred, he had to be 

fully prepared. 

It was not that Chen Xiaobei would lose this battle, but he had to make himself stronger to ensure that 

nothing would go wrong. 

Otherwise, if something were to happen to him, Chen Xiaobei would be in deep trouble. Losing face? 

To others, this was not the time for them to be sharpening their weapons. But to Chen Xiaobei, there 

was more than enough time. 

After entering the verdant Emperor's divine gourd, Chen Xiaobei sat cross-legged under the sunlight 

cache's special ability area. He took out a huge amount of spiritual stones and started to cultivate. 

The little strange insects were almost at the end of their lives, so Chen Xiaobei asked them to leave. He 

would find a chance to release them later. 
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At the moment, the 1000 Titan Warriors that Chen Xiaobei had captured and their rhinoceros were in 

charge of the sunlight cache! 

In order to prevent them from causing trouble, Chen Xiaobei even let Xiao Bo out. 

With this 300-meter long giant beast suppressing the entire scene. On top of that, the Titan Warriors 

had already been scared out of their wits by Chen Xiaobei. They would not dare to have any other 

thoughts and could only obediently activate the sunlight cache! 

Even when Chen Xiaobei was not around, they did not dare to slack off. They kept on activating the 

sunlight cache to speed up time so that the blood Kirin's blood essence could absorb the spiritual Qi 

faster. 

Now that Chen Xiaobei was here in person, they were all so quiet that they did not even dare to 

breathe! 

With the sunlight cache's special ability, Chen Xiaobei began to cultivate at full speed! 

While he was cultivating, Chen Xiaobei also thought about the secret that the lone wolf had revealed! 

Just as Chen Xiaobei had said, the highest level of a taming beast was not to force a spiritual beast to 

submit to it. Instead, it was to make friends with the spiritual beast and treat them with sincerity! 

Obviously, it was Chen Xiaobei's sincerity that had given him the secret that the lone wolf was hiding in 

its stomach! 

A person from outside the mountain was actually familiar with the mountain environment! 

Furthermore, he even knew the location of the legendary ancient ruins! 

From this, it could be seen that this person was most likely a reincarnated earth immortal! 

Moreover, it was very likely that he had lived in this mountain in his previous life. Even the ruins might 

have been left behind by him in his previous life! 

It was just like how Lu Yue had retrieved the dark curse talisman from an asteroid! 

The greatest value of reincarnating into an earth immortal was that they still retained the memories of 

their previous lives! They could directly find a great opportunity and obtain a powerful trump card by 

searching for their memories. It could even make their cultivation base advance by leaps and bounds! 

Some powerful ancient Immortals could even find the inheritance of ancient celestial Immortals. Once 

they obtained and digested the power of the inheritance, it was even possible for them to reach the sky 

in a single step! 

Chen Xiaobei decided that after he dealt with the nine tribes, he would find a chance to look for that 

person! 

It would be best if he was an ally. Chen Xiaobei immediately pulled him into the team! 

It was even better that he was an enemy, as Chen Xiaobei had taken away his opportunity! 



Of course, most importantly, Chen Xiaobei had to be wary of Shen Gongbao. If the person who entered 

the mountain was related to Shen Gongbao, the consequences would not be as simple as Chen Xiaobei 

had thought! 

Shen Gongbao had not moved for a long time! 

Chen Xiaobei knew this guy too well. The more quiet he was, the more he was preparing for a big move! 

During the sect selection in Tianji city, Zhu Tianlin and Li Qi had set up a trap that almost took Chen 

Xiaobei's life. 

Luckily, dugu zang Xian was there to help. Otherwise, Chen Xiaobei would have gone to hell to meet the 

king of Hell. 

…… 

Time slowly passed. 

About five hours had passed in the outside world, which was 300 minutes. 

In the sunlight cache's special ability area, Chen Xiaobei had cultivated for 300 days, which was 

equivalent to 7200 hours. 

Chen Xiaobei's combat power should have increased by 720000 points! 

With the help of the heavenly Dao cultivation Halo, he had actually increased his cultivation base by 3.6 

million points! 

[ ding Qianqian's cultivation base: early stage of the divine sea realm. Lifespan: [ year 30683, physique: 

5000000, combat power: 25.6 million, primordial spirit attack-sacred level! 

 I've cultivated for 300 days, and my lifespan has been reduced by a year. Fortunately, my combat 

strength has improved a lot!  

Chen Xiaobei slowly opened his eyes and stretched his body.  however, as my cultivation gets higher and 

higher, the consumption of spirit stones also increases!  

"7200 hours, I've spent 10.8 million upper spiritual stones! Fortunately, I have enough spirit stones. If it 

was in the past, I wouldn't have been able to afford it!" 

After this cultivation, Chen Xiaobei's wealth was left with 711 million. 

"Alright! The Berserker tribe's people should be arriving soon. I have to go out and deal with them!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled, packed his things, and left the verdant Emperor's divine gourd. 

In just five hours, Chen Xiaobei's combat power had increased by 3.6 million. He could easily take on a 

hundred people at once. 

…… 

He returned to the real world. 

Indeed, there were more than a hundred young warriors of the Berserker tribe. 



Obviously, the Berserker Grand shaman had already given the order that only those at the initial stage of 

the divine sea realm were allowed to come. Otherwise, the number of people would definitely be far 

more than this! 

Just like what the Berserker Grand shaman had said, these young warriors were all brave and warlike. 

The moment they arrived, they were eager to give it a try, rubbing their fists and wiping their palms, 

itching to start fighting immediately! 

"Where's that kid? Quickly call him out! He was simply too arrogant! You're just one man, and you dare 

to say you want to fight against a hundred of my Warriors! If I don't beat him to a pulp today, I'm his 

son!" 

"Grand shaman! Quickly call that kid out! There's no need for our brothers to take action! I'll cripple him 

in one move alone! I'll let him know that I, a Berserker warrior, can not be humiliated!" 

 that brat is so arrogant. He really needs a beating. If he dares to come out, I'll definitely beat him up so 

badly that even his own mother won't recognize him!  

"Do you guys think he's already run away? He ran away after acting cool, he's so f * cking awesome!" 

…… 

The Berserker warrior was invincible among those of the same level. This was definitely not just for 

show. 

In the eyes of these Warriors, enemies of the same level would not be able to withstand a single blow. 

However, Chen Xiaobei, who was of the same level as him, not only had to challenge the Berserker, but 

he had to challenge hundreds of people at once! 

Such an arrogant statement naturally filled the Berserker Warriors with anger! 

All of the Berserker Warriors wanted to beat Chen Xiaobei up to vent their anger and to redeem their 

reputation! 

However, Chen Xiaobei did not show up. Some people were starting to suspect that Chen Xiaobei had 

run away! 

"Young master Chen hasn't appeared, you can't expect us to wait here all the time, right?" 

Grand shaman Berserker furrowed his brows and impatiently said,"I'll wait for half an hour at most. If 

young master Chen doesn't come, he'll lose! Anyway, I've always thought that he's not a match for me, 

so it's normal for him to run away!" 

"How can I slip away?" 

Suddenly, Chen Xiaobei walked back to them and said with a smile, " "I still want to have fun with the 

Berserker Warriors!" 
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"You're that Chen brat? We don't want to play with you, we just want to hang you up and beat you up!" 

The young warriors of the Berserker tribe swarmed forward and surrounded Chen Xiaobei. 

There were at least 120 to 130 people. 

"Come on! Everyone, let's all attack together!" 

Chen Xiaobei shrugged and said, " "If you have the ability, then hang me up and beat me up! Of course, 

if you're beaten by me, please don't hold a grudge. I'll try my best to be gentle!" 

As soon as he said that, everyone was even more furious! 

"What the f * ck! You little brat! He was simply too arrogant! How dare you ask us to attack together! 

Why don't you say that you want to take on 100000 celestial soldiers and celestial generals by yourself?" 

"We Berserkers are all invincible powerhouses of the same level! You are at the initial stage of the spirit 

sea realm, just like us. How dare you ask us to fight you together? Who do you think I am? An ant or a 

good-for-nothing?" 

"You brat, you're too pretentious! Today, we'll let you know that you'll be struck by lightning if you act 

tough!" 

Obviously, Chen Xiaobei's words had already angered the Berserker Warriors. 

Some of the Grand Wizards thought that Chen Xiaobei was just trying to act cool. They hoped that Chen 

Xiaobei would be taught a lesson and learn to keep a low profile! 

Even Zhao Yun, Lockheed, and Baili tiantu were starting to worry that Chen Xiaobei might have 

overdone it. Could he really take on a hundred people at once? 

However, in this situation, Chen Xiaobei did not hold back. Instead, he added another sentence to add 

fuel to the fire! 

 I can see that everyone seems to be very angry. How about this, I'll stand here and let you guys play for 

three minutes. Everyone, calm down, and we can play together!  

Chen Xiaobei's expression was calm, but his words were shocking! 

"What? You ... You dare to let us play for three minutes? You're simply too arrogant! If we don't beat 

you up so badly that even your own mother won't be able to recognize you, we won't stop!" 

The Berserker Warriors let out angry roars like volcanoes. They were so angry at Chen Xiaobei that they 

could no longer hold back their anger. 

"I'll go first!" 

Suddenly, a two-meter-tall young man with a body as strong as a bull charged out of the crowd and 

raised his fist, which was as big as a clay pot, and smashed it into Chen Xiaobei's face! 

[ ding Qianqian's cultivation base: early stage of the divine sea realm. Lifespan: [ year 15683, physique: 

25 million, combat power: 25 million, primordial spirit attack-five-star earth-god level! 



Obviously, besides being hot-blooded and brave, this young man's cultivation was not low! 

In the early stage of the divine sea realm, this young man was considered above average. His combat 

power was 25 million, which was much stronger than Chen Xiaobei's before he started to sharpen his 

spear! 

Seeing this, the few Grand shamans who supported Chen Xiaobei the most felt their hearts clench and 

broke out in cold sweat for Chen Xiaobei. 

Grand shaman Xiaofeng furrowed his brows and said,"I really don't know what young master Chen is 

thinking. One against a hundred is already an exaggeration!" But he actually said that he would stand 

there and be beaten for three minutes? He's completely provoking those Berserker Warriors!" 

"Yes, this old man can't figure it out either ..." 

"Young master Chen, you're asking for trouble by doing this!" Grand shaman said in a deep voice. The 

Berserker tribe's Warriors are enraged to the extreme, and will definitely not show any mercy!" 

"Let's all be more careful!" 

"If Childe Chen's life is in danger, we'll still have to save him!" The divine craftsman and honourable 

witch said. We owe him a debt of gratitude, we can't let him be beaten to death!" 

Upon hearing this, both Grand shaman Xiaofeng and Grand shaman tamer nodded silently. They did not 

say anything, but they thought that Chen Xiaobei would be beaten to death! 

"What is Xiao bei trying to do?" "His trump card and magic treasure are very powerful!" Zhao Yun said 

anxiously. However, he could not use it in this battle! If we start fighting like this, his life will be in 

danger!" 

Baili tiantu and Lockheed nodded in worry. 

"What's there to be nervous about? In your eyes, is Xiao bei the kind of person who brags without 

thinking?" 

Everyone's hearts were in their throats. Only six-eared macaque was smiling.  don't worry! Those 

Berserkers can't even hurt a hair on little North's head!  

"What?" 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 

At first, no one dared to believe it. However, at the same time, the scene that appeared on the 

battlefield completely overturned their thoughts! It even refreshed their three views! 

"Bang!" 

The Berserker warrior's fist landed on Chen Xiaobei's face! 

Everyone thought that Chen Xiaobei would be sent flying, or even vomit blood on the spot! 

However, the reality was different! 



Chen Xiaobei stood there proudly, his body did not move at all, not even his neck was bent! 

"Owuuu! My hand ... It hurts ... It hurts so much ..." 

What was even more unbelievable was that the Berserker warrior let out a blood-curdling screech as his 

wrist joint was clearly dislocated. It was actually a serious fracture! 

Seeing this scene, everyone present was so shocked that they couldn't believe their eyes! 

"What ... What is going on?" 

Grand shaman Berserker was dumbfounded, his eyes were even bigger than a bull's,"The Warriors of 

our Berserker tribe, punch young master Chen in the face! Young master Chen is completely fine, but 

our warrior's wrist is broken ... This ... This is a heaven-defying rhythm ..." 

"Young master Chen is not only fine! He didn't even use his protective Zhen Yuan!" 

Grand Wizard Budur was extremely calm, but his eyes were filled with shock."If I'm not wrong, Childe 

Chen's body is far beyond the level of the early stage of the divine sea realm! A Berserker warrior 

fighting young master Chen is like an egg hitting a rock, he will definitely be injured!" 

"Brother Freud! The body refining technique is the stupa tribe's specialty!" 

Grand shaman yaoshu narrowed his eyes and asked in a deep voice, " "Can you tell what kind of body 

refining secret technique young master Chen is cultivating? This old man feels that it's not simple!" 

"I can't tell for now, but it shouldn't be weaker than our Budur tribe's" indestructible Pagoda art "!" 

"What?" 

As soon as he said this, many Grand Magi and sorcerers around were shocked, " "Your" indestructible 

Pagoda art "is a heaven immortal level body refining secret technique! Could young master Chen's 

Secret technique be higher than a divine immortal?" 

Venerable wizard Budur didn't express his opinion and calmly said,"Just watch, the battle is still going 

on! The answer will be revealed in the end!" 

"Endless madness!" 

At this moment, another Berserker rushed out! 

With a furious roar, a layer of red flame appeared on his body! It was as if a flame was burning! It was 

very domineering! 

"You little brat! I'll let you have a taste of my Berserker tribe's unique primordial spirit attack!" 

The young warrior roared again and threw a punch at Chen Xiaobei! 
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It was also because of this kind of primordial spirit attack that the Berserker warrior could be invincible 

among his peers! 

[ ding Qianqian's cultivation base: early stage of the divine sea realm. Lifespan: [ year 15223, physique: 

2500, combat power: 2500, primordial spirit attack-five-star earth-god level! 

With a sweep of his netherspirit battlescouter, he was able to determine the cultivation base of this 

person. 

This young man had the same combat strength and physical strength as the young man who had just 

broken his wrist. 

However, after using boundless madness, the speed and strength displayed by the young man had been 

greatly improved. It far exceeded his actual cultivation base. 

"You little brat! Accept your death!" 

The young man roared. Ethereal force gathered on both of his fists to form a Tiger Claw Dharma. With 

the support of endless madness, he was going all out, holding nothing back. He was going to teach Chen 

Xiaobei a lesson. 

At this moment, everyone could see that the young warrior's combat strength had increased by nearly 

two million! 

27 million combat power was equivalent to the strength of the middle stage of the spirit sea realm! 

With such a huge increase in strength, it was no wonder that Berserker Warriors were invincible among 

their peers! 

"Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang! Bang ..." 

However, after the young man's punches and kicks, the anger on his face had almost been swept away. 

What replaced it was unparalleled shock. 

Because even though he had used all his strength, Chen Xiaobei was still as immovable as a mountain! 

Not only was he not injured, but his body did not even shake at all. 

The 27 million combat power punches and kicks were like air to Chen Xiaobei. They were not even 

strong enough to tickle him. 

"How ... How is this possible? This brat's physical body is simply too terrifying ... When my fists and legs 

hit his body, it felt like I was hitting a piece of black steel! He didn't move, but my hands and feet hurt 

from the shock ..." 

As if he had seen a ghost, the young warrior's pupils contracted uncontrollably. His entire body 

trembled, and even his voice was trembling. 

Everyone was shocked by his words. 

The hundred Berserker Warriors were stunned for a moment, and then they burst into an uproar. 

"Even 27 million combat power can't defeat him? This is unbelievable!" 



 no wonder he dared to challenge one to two hundred of us. It's because he has a heaven-defying 

defense!  

 by the looks of it, even if he has 30 million combat power, he might not be able to hurt him. Even if he 

stands there and lets us fight him for three minutes, he'll still be unharmed!  

"Amazing! We thought he was just acting cool, but now we know he's really capable. We can't hurt him 

at all!" 

…… 

The truth was right in front of him. Chen Xiaobei was not being arrogant or looking down on anyone. It 

was just that he had enough power to speak in a domineering manner. 

"How is it? Are we still going to fight?" 

Chen Xiaobei was smiling, looking relaxed. 

"Hmph! Don't be so smug, you little brat!" 

Although the group of Berserkers was shocked, they would not give in."Aren't you just strong in 

defense? It was like a turtle hiding in its shell, what was so great about it? Without powerful battle 

prowess, you can only defend and not gain any merit. You still can't defeat us!" 

"Is that so?" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and activated his ethereal force, activating 25.6 million combat power. 

"Hmph! We were right! Your combat strength can only be considered average! There was nothing 

powerful about it! Don't expect us to submit to you!" 

The group of Berserker Warriors laughed one after another. This kind of combat strength was really 

nothing to them. 

"I'm not done yet!" 

Chen Xiaobei chuckled and activated the primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual! 

"Whoosh ..." 

Chen Xiaobei's ethereal force became even more intense, and his combat power increased significantly! 

Gasps of shock erupted from the crowd as they witnessed the scene. 

"Oh my God ... That ... That kid's combat strength has soared! Looking at the Zhen Yuan fluctuations, it 

has probably reached 33 million!" 

"Oh my God ... Am I dreaming? 33 million combat power is equivalent to the later stage of the spirit sea 

realm!" 

"He's too strong! He has an invincible defense, and his battle prowess is two small realms higher than 

ours! It's as easy as blowing off dust to crush us!" 

…… 



The Berserker Warriors were all stunned. A second ago, they had called Chen Xiaobei a coward, but 

now, they were the ones who had their necks tucked away, not daring to get close to Chen Xiaobei! 

After all, these Warriors were all at the initial stage of the spirit sea realm! 

Chen Xiaobei could take the life of anyone who dared to stand out! 

"This is unbelievable!" 

At the same time, the Berserker Grand shaman also cried out in alarm,"Our Berserker tribe's strongest 

trump card is the boundless wildness!" 

"However, we Warriors at the early stage of the spirit sea realm can only increase our combat power by 

two million under the influence of endless madness! Childe Chen's combat power had increased by 

almost eight million! There's ... There's no comparison ..." 

There was no doubt that although the endless wildness of the Berserker tribe was powerful, it was still a 

long way off from the divine-level primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual! 

The primordial Witch King combat enhancement training manual increased his combat power on a 

proportional scale. The higher Chen Xiaobei's cultivation was, the greater the increase! 

This was something that endless madness could not compare to! 

"How is it? Who else was unconvinced? Please come out!" 

Chen Xiaobei smiled as he scanned the hundred Berserker Warriors. 

"Hiss ..." 

Gasps of shock could be heard. Not only did no one step forward, the crowd even subconsciously 

retreated! 

Chen Xiaobei could not help but laugh, " "No way? You're convinced so easily? I haven't even made a 

move yet!" 

"Young master Chen! The Berserker tribe is convinced! Please stop!" 

At this moment, the Berserker Grand shaman personally spoke and said in a deep voice,"Your ability is 

obvious to all! If you make a move, this group of little bastards will be wiped out in minutes!" 

It was obvious that the Berserker tribe was most proud of their boundless wildness! 

However, at this moment, the boundless wildness was far inferior to the primordial Witch King combat 

enhancement training manual. The berserk tribe had no choice but to admit defeat! 

"Good! Since even the Berserker Grand shaman is convinced, there's no need to fight this battle!" Chen 

Xiaobei smiled and dispersed his ethereal force. 

"I originally thought that our tribe's endless madness is the strongest skill in increasing battle strength!" 

When I saw young master Chen, I finally understood that there is always someone better!" 

"Yup!" 



The surrounding Grand Magi and Magi all nodded their heads and said,  although Childe Chen's 

cultivation is not high, we believe that he will have a bright future in a few years!  

"Thank you for your praise! But the challenge must continue!" 

 what do you think? " Chen Xiaobei raised his eyebrows.  I'll challenge you next, wizard Budur. What do 

you think? " 

"No need to challenge!" 

"I'm already completely convinced by young master Chen!" Venerable wizard Budur said indifferently. 

Everyone was shocked by his words! 


